


“Nobody reads what we write!” 
If there is a complaint I hear constantly from church communicators 
And this book will help change it. Through over two decades of helping 
church communicators write more effectively, I believe I have some ad-
vice that is useful. 
 
Though this brief book will not give you all of the answers to solving  
this problem, it will address quite a few of them, and if you follow the  
suggestions, you will get a higher percentage of readership of your church 
communications. 
 
The articles that follow come from a variety of sources including previous 
books, articles and newsletters I’ve written in and for. They are PDFs of 
these documents and some of the PDFs are of scans. The quality is not 
perfect, but I believe that the limitations of the scans are more than made 
up for by the advice in them. 
 
Writing for a church audience is far different than writing for seminar  
professors or high school English teachers and these materials will give 
you practical writing training to do your job of church communications  
effectively. 
 
Helping you communicate for the kingdom, 

  Yvon Prehn 
 







































Writing for the Web—suggestions for success
By Yvon Prehn

For ministry leaders accustomed to writing for paper-based communications, writing for the web presents
new challenges and requires new skills. In this article we’ll discuss some of the differences between paper-
based and web-posted communications and what to do about them to help you make your web-posted
writing achieve your ministry goals.

What’s new in web-posted communication
It’s non-linear communication.
 In contrast, when writing for a paper-based publication, we assume that our readers will start at the
beginning of an article and progress in a linear manner through it to the end. We take this progression for
granted as we construct our arguments or teaching.

You can’t count on that linear progression for material posted on the web. Readers can scroll up, down, jump
to a page or section or topic at will.

One suggested solution is to divide your material into manageable chunks, that make sense on their own.
Provide clear markers (top of page, beginning of list, index, etc.) and links so they can go to these sections
easily.

The reader is in control.
When you publish something on paper, perhaps a newsletter article or update in a ministry publication that
you send out on a set schedule, you decide what you want people to read and when you want them to see it.
You give up this control when you publish on the web. You put the material out there and your readers come
to you if and when they want to.

There are two areas that you have to deal with concerning this issue. First of all, we often say our writing is
done to serve our consituency. We have to put the works of service into practice in writing for the web. Our
heart and attitudes often need to be changed before we can change the outward format.

Second your material has to be organized in ways that serve your readers, that help them get the information
they want. It doesn’t matter how cool you think something is or how necessary or important if people aren’t
accesssing it.

You find out what your readers want by observing what is accessed on your site and what isn’t. You ask what
they want, in surveys, in informal conversations, in structured interviews.

One of the great things about the web is that it is such a fluid, flexible medium. If something doesn’t work,
you haven’t printed 50,000 hard copies that are suddenly useless.

What isn’t new in web posted communication
The importance of content over design
It seems that with every new technology it is easy to become enamored with the latest innovations and forget
it’s simply another tool we can use to tell the story of the gospel and the role of our particular church or
ministry in sharing it.



One of the signs that a ministry is more enamored with the new tool than the effectiveness of their
communication is an overemphasis on web design for design’s sake. I realize some of my following comments
are my personal reaction, but when I go to a ministry web site, I usually go for information. If  I want to be
entertained  I go to a movie. Flashing animations and overly complex designs do not impress me, they irritate
me. I realize that there is a place for every sort of technological wizardry for web sites for teens, gen xers
etc., but as with any publication, if your site is for the average middle-aged church goer, don’t assume that the
latest web magic your web designer is dying to try will impress them.

The importance of honesty in your communications
This would seem to be obvious in any web site that calls itself Christian, but I have seen and had personal
experiences with far too many web sites recently, where the look of the web site does not truly reflect the
ministry. In the past few months, my husband, a pastor on study leave has attended two seminars put on by
national ministries that we found on the web. Both web sites were highly professional, very well done, very
technically advanced. One assumed the seminars would reflect the same degree of professionalism.

They did not. In one, the presenter used overheads (no Powerpoint projection) and didn’t even bother to
write in the fill-in the blank statements, on old, well-used acetates. In the second, the highly advertised
Christian leader who was supposed to speak did not even show up. Very different than the high tech, super
professional web site that advertised the events.

It is the responsibilty of every leader in a church or Christian ministry to make certain that their web presence
and presentation is a true representation of the ministry itself.

Many publications for small businesses have written much about how an elaborate web site can make a small
business look like a major organization. It’s also true that your web site can make any church or ministry look
like a professional mega-ministry. While the value of that technique may be debatable from a busines
perspective, to represent yourself as something you are not in ministry is not communicating with integrity.

Final advice for leaders writing for the web
Be involved in the graphic design and final form of your web site material.
Don’t just pass content on to your web master without being involved in how it will be presented. Take the
time to understand and work together on breaking lengthy content into sections. Learn how to layer content.
Think about what other topics relate to yours and learn how to link to useful additional material. Talk to;
survey, learn about how your readers want to take in your information and structure your material to meet
their needs.

Don’t assume fancy design equals ministry value.
Don’t be intimidated by technological expertise. Good communication principles never change. If you don’t
like how something on your web site works and most of your constituency are people in your age group, they
probably won’t like it either.

Read Jakob Nielson’s book, Web Usability.  It is a classic on the value of information over appearance on
the web.

Do an integrity check on your finished web site.



Ask yourself, “Does this correctly reflect who we are as a church or ministry? Is this a true representation?
Do we follow up on the promises we make on the site?” Instill in everyone that works on your web site that
you want to communicate with honesty and integrity in images as well as words.

Pray that the Lord will help your web site to be a true representation on who you truly are and your place in
ministry. Pray for wisdom and insight that no matter what tools you use, the truth and power of the gospel
message will be clearly communicated.



Content quality essential for ministry communication 
success 
By Yvon Prehn 
 
In a past article, web guru Gerry McGovern says, “Web content management will 
continue its shift away from a technology focus towards a content one.” The bottom line 
for your church or ministry is: it isn’t enough just to have a website (or newsletter or 
multimedia). You must present content of value to your reader. Following are some ideas 
to help you do that. 
 
Realize your audience is not impressed with your mastery of 
technology 
The increase in spending on technology and the increase of church websites has not 
contributed significantly to increased attendance in most churches in North America. I 
summarized the situation this way in my new book, Ministry Marketing Made Easy: 
 

 “We did it with desktop publishing!” “We have a new projection system in the 
church!” “We now have a web site!” and similar affirmations can be heard when a 
church finally figures out how to use some new technology. This subtle (and often 
unspoken or misanalysed) shift assumes that if we master the marketing 
communication tools, including desktop publishing programs, multimedia and 
projection software, and web sties, then our message will be successfully 
communicated. Mastering the medium has become the focus of our energies. 
 
The world is not impressed.” 

 
In contrast to mastering the medium, we’ve got to get back to mastering the creation and 
control of our content. To do that, we’ve often got to start from the ground up. 
 
Review the rules for content creation 
In redoing my ministry website, I’ve found I’ve needed to review some basic writing and 
content creation skills. The guidelines for good communication never change. We might 
get distracted from them momentarily by the novelty of new form of presentation, but 
that novelty wears off quickly.  The three books I’m currently reviewing are: 
 
The Elements of Style 
By William Strunk Jr. and E.B. White 
 
Every blog writer ought to be required to pass a test on this book before being allowed to 
post. Over 75 years ago, in the book, William Strunk seems almost prophetic in his List 
of Reminders on Style when he commanded: 
“9. Do not affect a breezy manner 
 The volume of writing is enormous, these days, and much of it has a sort of 
windiness about it, almost as though the author were in a sate of euphoria. “Spontaneous 



me,” sang Whitman, and, in his innocence, let loose the hordes of uninspired scribblers 
who would one day confuse spontaneity with genius. 
 The breezy style is often the work of an egocentric, the person who imagines that 
everything that pops into his head is of general interest and that uninhibited prose creates 
high spirits and carries the day…..He has not done his work.” 
 
This little book teaches the writer once again how to do his or her work. On the web, the 
danger of thinking that whatever comes out of your head is brilliant is especially tempting 
because of the ease of publishing on the web. There is value in sharing your thoughts, no 
matter how polished or professional, but don’t delude yourself that free flowing always 
equates with genius. 
 
On Writing Well, an informal guide to writing nonfiction 
By William Zinsser 
 
Again, though written over 25 years ago, Zinsser could have been writing about the 
current state of many web sites when he said, “Clutter is the disease of American writing. 
We are a society strangling in unnecessary words, circular constructions, pompous frills 
and meaningless jargon.” 
 
McGovern advises his corporate audience to clean up their websites and one command of 
Zinsser’s is a great starting point: “Simplify, prune and strive for order.” 
 
On Writing, a memoir of the craft 
By Stephen King 
Yes, the same one that writes all the horror stories. This is not a Christian writer’s 
handbook. If a few words of profanity and bits of bathroom humor offend you, don’t 
bother reading it. But if you can put that aside, it is a quiet, thoughtful book from a man 
who won a Bible as a little boy from memorizing verses in Sunday School, who totally 
adores his wife and often mentions her, who tells the story of how he almost died when 
he was hit by a van taking his usual walk in the country, and who absolutely loves to 
write. 
 
His advice on grammar, I believe, applies to web creation as well: “Communication 
…must be organized by rules of grammar upon which we agree. When these rules break 
down, confusion and misunderstanding result.”  
 
Similarly, on the web and elsewhere we take in information of all sorts by often unspoken 
rules of content organization. When a web site (or any form of communication) focuses 
on anything other than the importance of its primary message (in flash animations, 
cramming as many ads as possible on the page, etc.) confusion and misunderstanding 
result here also. 
 
All three books were recently available on www.amazon.com for around $7 each, used. 
 
 



Newsletter article advice: long vs. short, sermons 
or not 
By  
Yvon Prehn 
 
At a seminar I gave recently, a church business administrator asked me: “For our 
church newsletters, should it contain long articles or short ones, sermons or not, 
visitor friendly?” It’s a great question and one that should be answered as you 
plan the content for your church or ministry newsletter. We’ll explore the options 
for answering it in this article. 
 
Long articles or short? 
The answer to that part of the questions isn’t as obvious as it might seem. I think 
initially, with our busy schedules today many people would instinctively answer 
“SHORT!”  Almost no one complains that newsletter articles are too short. 
 
But in consideration of length there are a number of factors to consider: 

• Newsletters contain a variety of material. Some is vision-casting from the 
senior pastor, some teaching, some history or story-telling, some news, 
notes and announcements. 

 
• More important than setting an arbitrary length,  the length of the articles 

or announcements in your newsletter material should be appropriate to the 
topic. For example, if the senior pastor is explaining the vision of the 
church, inspiring members for outreach or missions, setting a new 
direction or challenging for a building campaign, that piece might require a 
page or two.  

 
• Announcements of reoccurring events usually do not need long, lengthy 

explanations on why people should attend. Short, catchy announcements 
designed what I call “want-ad style” and that contain the name of the 
sponsoring person or group, purpose, starting and ending time, full contact 
information, cost and directions to get there and if child care is provided 
are what is needed. 

 
• At the same time, even more lengthy material that takes a page or two can 

be made more visually interesting by breaking it into sections with 
headers, summarizing key facts in a side-bar, pulling out interesting or key 
quotes and highlighting them, adding a picture and caption. A page or two 
with these visual elements integrated into the story will be read more 
easily than a solid page or two of text with not breaks. 

 
Sermons or not? Seeker-Friendly or not? 
Again, no simple answer. 
 



We know we shouldn’t use terms like justification and sanctification in our church bulletin
when we are first talking to unchurched folks, but so much of our church jargon, we don’t even
see. The examples above are all out of real church bulletins and similar ones could be repeated
thousands of times. Our insider talk, terms and jargon permeates the initial printed pieces we
give visitors telling them that this church is for those in the know only. We don’t even see it, but
they do and they don’t come back.

Jargon solutions

Awareness is a good first step. Look at your bulletin and other publications that are some
of the first things seen by a visitor and ask the Lord to help you see them as a visitor would.

Ask yourself what would make you feel welcome?

At the least, welcome people, tell them what is going on. On pages of announcements for
church people only, in addition to explaining as much as you can, giving complete information
such as beginning and ending times, locations, contact phone numbers, etc., you might
consider some sort of heading such as:

“Church Family Activities: below are all of the events taking
place in our church this week. We realize that newcomers might
not be familiar with all the programs or people. Please call
xxxxxxx, email xxxx or visit our website xxxx for explanations and
more complete descriptions. We welcome you and invite you to
participate in all of the activities of our church.”

A brief notice such as that at least acknowledges that newcomers might be in the
congregation.

Follow up with some visitors—especially those who are new to church and ask them what
would make them feel more welcome, what would they like to see in the initial literature they get
when they come in the door.

Second, consider some radical revisions of your church bulletin. Redesign it with seekers
in mind. Many churches have greatly modified their service, but what about your publications?

This is an area that needs great work in the church. We have incredible communication
tools and technology and we need to revise our approach to publications so 100% of those
visiting our church feel we care for them as much as the Savior who died for them.



Almost implied in the question is the supposition that a sermon isn’t seeker-
friendly. But there is no need for the two terms and approaches to be mutually 
exclusive. 
 
When Jesus was on earth, He gave a lot of sermons. There is no doubt they 
were theologically correct, true and convicting, yet it says in Mark 12: 37 that “the 
people heard him with delight.” Proverbs 16:23b reminds us that, “pleasant words 
promote instruction.” 
 
Our goal in our writing combination in ministry newsletters should be the same as 
our goal for a great meal for guests. It should be well balanced—meat and 
veggies for certain, but also some tasty appetizers and a bit of chocolate to top it 
off. Here are some hints on how to achieve that balance. 
 

• Picture the people you are talking to. You aren’t writing for your seminar 
professor anymore. Actually put some of their pictures by your computer. 
Your level and style of writing will vary according to the people attending 
your church and those you want to attend, but talk to them, not to an 
imaginary critic. Put a little chocolate next to the steak. 

 
• The better you know your people and those you want to reach, the better 

you can write seeker-joyous sermons. Walk the neighbor. Take informal 
surveys. Ask people what are their dreams, their fears, the questions they 
have. Answer them in your newsletter articles.  

 
• Before you sit down to write, read USA TODAY and some current, popular 

news magazines. Especially in USA TODAY there are great examples of 
writing that explains often complex topics in an upbeat, easy to read and 
understand style. Also notice how the publication writes headlines, 
subheads and captions. These can add interest and reader involvement in 
your story.  

 
• Speaking of stories—tell them. Stories about real people or about you are 

a great way to illustrate a lesson and be interesting at the same time. They 
don’t always have to be deadly serious to teach a serious lesson. Jesus 
wasn’t. Think about it. At the wedding at Cana he turned huge water pots 
into giant jugs of wine—that’s like turning your hot tub into a punch bowl. A 
bit over the top, but a lesson never forgotten was taught. 

 
Don’t forget the details 
Sometimes what makes a newsletter most friendly to seekers (and to people who 
aren’t regular attenders at your church) are the little details that we think 
everybody knows. But everybody doesn’t know and when you leave these things 
out, no matter how upbeat your graphics or how colorful your writing, the content 
can leave people cold. Some of these details are: 
 



• Stating that anyone (or if attendance is limited to an age group or to men 
and women) can come to an event. If you advertise a “Singles Night Out” 
and a newcomer in their early 60s shows up and the rest of the group is all 
singles in their 20s because “everybody knows the Going Concern is for 
20 somethings” but you don’t state it in the announcement, chances are 
that person won’t return to your church. 

 
• Making the details child care clear. There are many single parents who 

would love to come to church if the church provided free child care for 
church events. If it doesn’t specifically state “Free child care for kids 
babies to 6th grade” most single parents just don’t attend.  

 
• If an event costs make that very clear. It isn’t nice to assume “everybody 

knows the men’s breakfast is $5 at the door.” If you don’t list it clearly be 
sure a person with the gift of grace and mercy is at the door for folks who 
didn’t bring $5 with them. 

 
Making your newsletter something people read with delight isn’t a matter so 
much of rules, but of loving your people, talking to them, asking their needs and 
feedback and genuinely seeking to serve them with your publications. 
 
For more information on creating successful internal marketing, please check out my 
website: www.thelionsvoice.com. You can also sign up for my free newsletter on 
ministry communications by sending me an email with SEND FREE NEWSLETTER in 
the subject line to: yvonprehn@aol.com. 
 
 
 







































Our publications should reflect acceptance, not 
condemnation 

 
John 3:17  For God did not send his Son into the world to condemn the 
world, but to save the world through him. 

 
This verse is a caring challenge to our attitude as communicators. What is the 
overall tone of our ministry—is it to condemn or to save? 
 
Look at the ministry of Jesus. This verse is part of his talk with Nicodemus, the 
teacher of the Law who came to Jesus at night asking questions. I wonder if 
Nicodemus might not have left more confused than when he came. Here was a 
man people were calling a prophet, but he wasn’t like any prophet who was 
before him. 
 
Jesus didn’t call down fire from heaven; he turned water into wine at a wedding. 
He didn’t part the sea or send plagues; he played with children and set out 
picnics on the beach for his disciples. When Nicodemus asked Jesus about his 
message, he didn’t retell all the shortcomings of the world he had come to 
straighten out. Instead he told him that God loved the world, and that he did not 
come to condemn but to save. 
 
Do our communications reflect the redeeming nature of our Lord? How easy it is 
to take pen in hand (or today, mouse and keyboard) and to pile on guilt. Not that 
there is never a time to point out error, but for the most part we do well to 
remember it is the Holy Spirit’s job to convict of sin (John 16:7-9). 
  
It is our job to share the good news of salvation and the joy and fulfillment of 
living for Jesus. 
 
Most people today know they fall short. They aren’t sure quite what of, but a 
pervasive sense of guilt fills many lives. Alcohol, drugs, unhealthy relationships, 
and overwork are some common attempts to medicate the pain. 
People don’t need more bad news from the followers of Jesus. 
 
They need good news. They need acceptance. They need to be invited to the 
eternal community of forgiveness and meaning found in Jesus.  
 
As you plan and produce your ministry communications, pray that they be filled 
with the good news of salvation, of the grace and love of your Lord. 
 
From: The Heart of Church Communication, by Yvon Prehn, available from www.lulu.com/yvonprehn 



Out of the heart, we communicate 
Matt 12:34  You brood of vipers, how can you who are evil say anything good? 
For out of the overflow of the heart the mouth speaks. 35 The good man brings 
good things out of the good stored up in him, and the evil man brings evil things 
out of the evil stored up in him. 

Out of the abundance of the heart not only does the mouth speak, but the computer 
creates. 

The quality of communication we produce never ultimately  depends on circumstances 
outside ourselves. It’s easy to blame tight deadlines, inadequate equipment, and the 
difficult people we work with for doing less than our best, but ultimately the quality of our 
ministry communications reflects our hearts. 

We always have choices within circumstances. Tight deadlines can challenge us to 
streamline our methods, to focus our work. Inadequate equipment can challenge our 
creativity to see just how much we can get out of this old machine. Difficult people can 
drive us to prayer and force us to learn interpersonal skills. 

It’s in our hearts that we decide whether or not we believe that “God causes all things to 
work together for good to those who love God, to those who are called according to His 
purpose” (Romans. 8:28, NAS). 

If our heart is the key, how can we make it overflow with what is pleasing to our Lord? 

Overflow comes from an abundance of what is already inside. Fill your heart with the 
things of God. Spend time in his Word; read your Bible daily; listen to Christian tapes 
and music; be with other Christians in church and conversation. Think about God’s 
promises and challenges; write his encouragements and promises on cards to post by 
your computer. 

If you consciously work to fill your mind with the things of God, if his Word and will is 
your priority, your heart and communication work will naturally and joyfully reflect it. 
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CommunicationsCommunicationsCommunicationsCommunicationsCommunications
Effective Church Communications is a ministry that provides
training, resources, and inspiration to help church communicators

fully fulfill the Great Commission. The hub of our ministry is the website: www.effectivechurchcom.com.

Our definition of effective church communication is communication that fully fulfills the Great Commission—
that helps people come to know Jesus as Savior and helps grow them to mature discipleship.

Our approach to church communications includes more than design and communication construction how-tos,
though we have lots of them. It includes foundational, biblical teaching related to communications, communi-
cation leadership, and church communciation teams. We constantly remind church communicators that we
have been entrusted with the words of eternal life and the eternal destinies of people depend on how well we
communicate the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Though we work hard to stay current with technology (our training is web-based, we tweet, podcast, and are
moderate tech junkies), we value and teach timeless communication skills and principles. The majority of our
training has application in every communication channel from print to podcasts.

We believe churches of every size, from tiny house churches to mega-churches benefit from clear, effective
communication. We strongly encourage churches be who they are in their communications and to reflect their
unique denomination and heritage. We encourage them to speak personally to their  congregation and  com-
munity  rather than copy the latest mega-church or marketing trend.

We do not allow, encourage, link to, or promote in any way, irreverent, profane language or snarky, cynical
approaches to church communication or in the discussion of it. We serve a holy God and we seek in all we do to
walk worthy as we communicate a worthy message.

We strongly believe church communicators, from any size church, who use any software, with any skill level, can
do all the work they need to, with the people (staff and volunteers) they have, to create the communications
needed at their church. We also believe church communicators from churches of every size and description be
an encouragement and help to each other.

Though we encourage church communicators to pour their hearts, minds, and souls into the hard work of
communicating the words of eternal life, we are constantly aware that our words will only accomplish eternal
results because of His blessing of them and His working through them, by our eternal God.
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